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GUILD EXCLUSIVE 2010

Guild Duck and Duckling

Duckling 
Modelled by Hilary Walker,
Designed by Jane James.
Height  5.5cm

Duck 
Modelled by Hilary Walker,
Designed by Jane James.
Length 15.5cm

On joining the Guild or
renewing your membership
you will receive the
delightful little Duckling
paperweight as a
complimentary gift

A special welcome pack
will contain your complimentary
Guild Duckling paperweight and
a wealth of information about
our collectables
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This stunning new piece is once again a
successful collaboration between modeller
Donald Brindley and designer Tien Manh
Dinh.  The Osprey sits high on its look-out
point holding a tasty meal between its
talons. The feathers are decorated in
stunning shades of grey with black and
white flecks to create an opulent textured
effect. The base is decorated with pebbles
and turquoise ripples to represent the
swirling waters of the
Ospreys’ hunting
ground. 

Osprey
Modelled by Donald Brindley
Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.
Height: 15cm

Old Imari Solid Gold Band
Dublin Tulip Lamp 
Modelled by Peter Allen.
Design adapted by our design technicians.
Height  23.5cm without shade.

This fabulous new shape is both
beautiful and practical. This simply
stunning piece decorated in our
traditional Old Imari Solid Gold Band
design can be purchased as a complete
lamp with the gold shade (illustrated) or
with a blue shade, or as the base only.

Once again it is time for me to sit down with
the proof of the latest magazine and write
my small contribution.  Usually this is
something that I like to do sitting looking
out at the garden but after a day spent
preparing a new price list at home
yesterday, today I have to be in the office.
As anyone who has been watching the press
will know the current economic uncertainty
has driven lots of investors to put their

money into traditionally one of the safest forms of
investment, gold.  This has driven the gold price up
something like 250% in the past few years.  In recent
months we have seen the price of the gold that we apply
rise by up to 40% and with the amount that we use, that
is a big increase for us.  Hence my work on new
increased prices which I am sorry to say have to come
into effect in August just to help recover some, but not
all, of the increase in the cost of gold.

You will see from the pages of the magazine that despite
the huge price rises we have not reduced the amount of
gold that we use to make our pieces truly spectacular.
The designers have been busy again and have as usual
come up with some wonderful new pieces.  The Cockerel
featured on the front cover is one of the most dramatic
paperweights we have done for some time.  Mark Delf has
captured both movement and power in the model and
Carmen Roome has made the very best of the shape with
a lavish Imari inspired decoration. A future classic!

When John Ablitt first mentioned doing a Penguin from
Australia I assumed he was joking as I was sure that
there were no penguins in Australia.  It was only when I
met a family on holiday last summer who had been living
there and had seen the Fairy Penguins that I realised he
was quite serious.  Obviously being an Australian subject
it has more than a hint of fun and mischief about it and a
great addition it makes to the range too.  The last time
His Holiness the Pope visited Great Britain it was a time
for great celebration among the Catholic community.
The visit of Pope Benedict looks like being another great
occasion and so we felt that occasion would be a good
opportunity to launch the new cross with a highly
attractive and very clever design by June Branscombe.  

We have all become captivated by the stories of Katie the
rabbit, I think she is now often the star of the magazine.
The latest instalment shows that you can indeed house
train a rabbit!  Well maybe that should be rabbit train a
house.  Our latest rabbit paperweight has got us all
feeling very romantic and it looks like becoming a
favourite gift for many family and friends around here.
A little more levity is seen on page 9 with the launch of
“Nick & Dave”.  Not yet featured on “Have I Got News
For You” but surely a great candidate, these two mark
what is a historic political moment and a collectable of
the future I am sure. We understand that a couple may
be finding their way to Number 10!

On a more serious note 2012 marks 100 years since the
Titanic sank with the loss of hundreds of lives.  For what

was supposed to be the finest ship ever built, it is fitting
that the Al a Carte restaurant was equipped with the very
finest bone china in the world, Royal Crown Derby.  With
the anniversary approaching, a number of documentaries
are being made about the ship and one in particular
focuses on the companies who helped to build the ship
and all that went into it.  Obviously being one of the few
companies still around who did supply the ship we have
become involved.  Part of the programme looks at the
technology that was on the ship such as freezers, fridges
and ovens to provide the food.  Obviously recreating a
meal that would have been served on board was a natural
element of the programme and naturally it had to be
served on the correct china.  Using our pattern books
and the skills of the team here we have recreated the
pattern that was supplied to the ship and it will be
launched later this year.  Louise, Hugh and I were lucky
enough to be invited to the dinner at Shugborough Hall
in Staffordshire where we ate a Titanic meal, and the six
courses of mainly meat were just that, off the Titanic
china.  The programme will be shown in September and
we will give some more details then but having eaten a
meal off the pattern I am afraid that yet another design
will be entering the Willis household.  I love it!
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In the summer of 1982 His Holiness Pope
John Paul II travelled to Great Britain for a
historic six day tour that saw him greet and
bless hundreds of thousands of people at 16
different venues. It was the first time that a
pope had visited these lands in over 400
years, since before the Reformation, making
his kissing of the ground on arrival at Gatwick
airport on the 28 May a moving start to the
occasion. Now 28 years later Great Britain is
gearing itself up again for another Holy Visit.,
but this time from Pope Benedict XVI who
will visit England and Scotland on a four-day
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NEW PIECES

The Fairy Penguin is the smallest species of Penguin,
around 43cm tall. It is found on the coastlines of
Southern Australia and New Zealand. Apart from
Fairy Penguin they have several common names
such as Little Penguins or Blue Penguins, which is
derived from their vibrant colouring. Fairy
Penguins spend their days out at sea hunting for
food in shallow waters close to the shore. They
can also be seen congregating in groups, referred
to as ‘rafts’. They live together socially in pairs
within a colony for much of the year and inhabit
burrows in coastal dunes. The male is a little larger
than the female, although their plumage is similar.
Designer John Ablitt was spot on when he designed this
hardy little bird with the head and upperparts decorated
in rich indigo with slate-grey ear coverts fading to a
white underneath, from chin to belly. The flippers are
indigo blue and white underneath. The bill is dark-
grey and the irises pale silver. The feet have a whitish
upper-part with black soles and webbing. A definite must have
for your paperweight collection. 

The Fairy Penguin
Modelled and designed by John Ablitt.
Height 11cm.

This beautiful bird is available initially from Sorellie in Reigate as a pre-release edition of 150 and will
have a special certificate. Sorellie are holding an event on Saturday 9th October from 11am - 3pm.
Please call Sorellie on 01737 244182 to pre-order your piece now.

Old Imari Solid Gold Band
Large Size Mirror

“Mirror mirror on the wall, who is
the fairest of them all?”

Well we cannot be sure of that but we can be
sure that we have produced one of the fairest
mirrors ever seen. The traditional Old Imari
patterning around the border of this lavish
new piece shimmers with 22ct gilding. Wall
hanging or free standing. The opulence of
this beautiful mirror will make even the
humblest Cinderella appear a fairy princess.
This recent addition to our Old Imari Solid
Gold Band range will look stunning as a
complement to the double picture frame
featured in the last issue of the Collectors
magazine.

Modelled by Peter Allen
Design adapted by our skilled graphic technicians.
Height 35cm   Width 30cm.

Papal Cross
Modelled by Peter Allen
Designed by June Branscombe
Height  20cm

Designer June Branscome has
designed this magical new
piece in a pallet of rich gold
and cream. A subtly raised
paste design graces the
simple elegant form of this
pure white Royal Crown Derby
china cross. The decoration is
a visual interpretation of the
crucifixion as found in The
King James Bible, specifically
the Gospels of St. John
[Chapter 15], and St. Luke
[Chapter 24]. and includes
references to the events of
the time - palm leaves, the
Crown of Thorn and the
three nails.

Papal visit from 16-19 September 2010. The
Holy Father, Pope Benedict XVI was elected
the 265th successor of St Peter on 19 April
2005. His Holiness is only the second non-
Italian pope since 1522, the other being his
much-loved predecessor Pope John Paul II. To
date, Pope Benedict has visited 15 countries
and is due to visit Malta and Portugal this year
before arriving in the UK for his four-day visit.
To commemorate this historical visit Royal
Crown Derby have launched this fabulous
Papal Cross. 

Initially issued as a special edition
with a numbered certificate, in honour
of the Papal visit. Please contact your
nearest Royal Crown Derby stockist
for further details.

NEW PIECES
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NEW PIECES

An Aboretum is a place where different
species and varieties of trees are grown for
scientific study and public exhibition.
Designer Tien Manh Dinh’s interpretation of
an arboretum has given us a light, airy and
richly designed tableware pattern that works
wonderfully on its own, but is also
sophisticated and contemporary enough to
mix and match with other designs. 

The border is made up of lush branches,
leaves and soft grasses that swirl and sway
imitating the way trees and plants move in
the wind. This pattern has a timeless quality
feel to it.

2011 is the year of the rabbit in the Lunisolar
Chinese calendar. To celebrate this exciting
event we are launching a charming little
rabbit paperweight designed and modelled by
John Ablitt just for you... 
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NEW PIECES

Old Imari Droplet Bauble 
Modelled and designed by John Ablitt.
Height  10cm

“For you” Rabbit  
by Heather Poucher-Jones

Modelled and designed by John Ablitt.

Old Imari Holiday Droplet
Bauble 
Modelled and designed by John Ablitt.
Height  10cm

New tableware pattern
Arboretum 
Ely/Chelsea Shape

Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.

These two new beautiful Droplet shaped baubles have been stylishly designed and will look right at
home on both a traditional and contemporary Christmas tree. Each piece is year dated for 2010
and lavishly decorated in the vibrant patterns of Old Imari and Old Imari holiday with plenty of
green, red, cobalt blue and lashings of 22 carat gold. These are a must have for your Christmas
bauble collection. These pieces will again incorporate the year date, 2010 and are limited editions
of 450 pieces.  They will then go into the general range next year without the date.

Height  7cm

This gorgeous little rabbit is a completely
captivating paperweight, decorated with a
pattern of heart shapes in blue, pink and gold,
with beautiful gold ears and blue eyes.  

Due to the large Chinese communities in
countries all around the world, the
celebrations for the Chinese New Year reach
far and wide. The year of the Tiger for 2010
started on February  14th this year, which
coincided with St. Valentines day making
parking in London practically impossible
according to a friend of mine who went there
for a Valentines treat! The year of the Rabbit
starts on February 3rd 2011.

Similar to the Western Zodiac signs that we
traditionally follow, the Chinese Zodiac has 12
cycles, but unlike the Western Zodiac each
cycle last for 12 months. Each cycle is
represented  by an animal and lists
characteristics and personalities likely to fit
anyone born in that year. For example, I was
born in 1966 which was the year of the Horse
and my personality type should include traits
like, cheerfulness, quick witted, mentally and
physically agile, astute....fickle, arrogant,
childish, rude.....EXCUSE ME, I don’t think
so...I have never  really thought of myself as a
horsey person anyway. 

As many of you already know, I am a rabbit
person. Firstly, because anyone born in the
year of the rabbit is listed as gracious, kind,
sensitive, tender, and this would make me ten
years younger, but secondly and more
importantly, it’s because I am owned by a
rabbit. If you were a Collector’s Guild member
and received issue 33 of the magazine in
January 2009, you will have read that I was
conned into buying a pet for my son and have
ended up being totally ruled by a beautiful
rabbit called Katie who lives in our house. 

As a quick update for Katie’s many fans that
she acquired after her appearance in the
magazine, she is still in charge of the house.
With the terrible long winter we have suffered,
Katie has pretty much given up going outside
at all. She used to go outside to do her
bathroom business but she now has a mat
next to the toilet where she does her ‘thing’.
It’s a system that works as I can empty the
waste straight into the toilet and wash the mat
to start again. The best thing about that
arrangement is the look on visitors’ faces

when they see her skip upstairs and I have to
explain that she is going to the loo. She has
also developed a liking for chocolate which I
try to keep away from her, but recently left a
box of milk tray on the floor and she managed
to flip open the lid and help herself to a
caramel centred treat. She nibbled at the
chocolate until she got down to the caramel
and then left it oozing all over the
floor....obviously not a fan of the caramel!!

So my advice is, if you want a beautiful rabbit
without the mess and naughtiness of the real
thing, the New “For You” Rabbit paperweight
is the thing for you.

Contact your nearest stockist for details
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The 
Coalition Bears.
“Dave & Nick” 

Modelled by Mark Delf
Designed by Louise Adams
Height: 9.5cm

It is with great pleasure, and a little jollity,
that Goviers present ‘Dave and Nick’ The
Coalition Bears. To be produced in a limited
edition of 650, representing just one for each
parliamentary constituency. Each piece
comes with a certificate of authenticity. The
simplicity of the design speaks for itself, two
bears embracing, one sporting a blue bow tie,
the other an orange one. The date of 2010 is
included to commemorate the coalition. The
fun is even extended to the back of the
design. Turn the two bears around and you
will discover that embroidered into their
waistcoats are the names ‘Dave’ and ‘Nick’.
This edition is selling out fast, so order yours
now without delay

Royal Crown Derby have launched this
fabulous new miniature bear, celebrating
England’s twenty 20 victory over Australia
this year. Exclusive to Goviers of Sidmouth,
in a limited edition of 250. For further
information please contact Goviers on
01395 513419

The hedgehog is one of the few animals  that
can be considered cute, whilst being prickly.
Their gorgeous little pointy faces seldom fail
to get an ‘ahh’ from a wildlife programme, or
if you’re lucky enough to see them foraging
in your garden. Chances are, if you have cats
and leave food outside for them, some of that
food is getting eaten by a cheeky hedgehog.

Last year Goviers of Sidmouth had a pre-
release on two of the most popular
paperweight  launches of the year, Holly and
Ivy the baby hedgehogs. This year Goviers
are about to pre release two larger hedgehogs
which should prove equally as popular. The
medium and large sized hedgehogs, Bramble
and Hawthorn have been re-designed to
incorporate Mistletoe and Snowberry to add
to this ever growing family. Snowberry is a
deciduous shrub which has pink flowers in
the summer and white, marble-like berries in
the winter. It has rounded dark green leaves.
It is these distinctive leaves and berries that
John Ablitt has added to his already popular
design on ‘Hawthorn’ Hedgehog. Similarly,
‘Bramble’ Hedgehog has been adapted to
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

Goviers of Sidmouth 
Mistletoe Hedgehog and
Snowberry Hedgehog
Both modelled and designed by John Ablitt.
Mistletoe Length  6.5cm
Snowberry Length  9.5cm

have Mistletoe in its design. Mistletoe is a
parasitic plant which attaches itself to many
different trees getting under the bark to draw
out their water and minerals, but provides
food for many birds and animals with its
pretty white berries and almond shaped
green leaves. 

For further details contact Goviers of Sidmouth on 01395 513419 For further details contact Goviers of Sidmouth on 01395 513419

Mistletoe and Snowberry will both have
special signature edition backstamps for
their pre-release to Goviers and are
available in a limited edition of 1500.

A date for your diary
Saturday 25th September

An event to launch two new pieces
Masai Giraffe 

and Masai Giraffe Baby 

Giraffe Designer Jane James 
will attend the event

Goviers of Sidmouth
55 High Street, Sidmouth

Devon, EX10 8LN

Twenty 20 Bear
Modelled by Mark Delf,
Designed by Louise Adams and 
Carmen Roome.
Height  9cm.
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

Sinclairs 
The Fighting Cockerel
Modelled by Mark Delf
Designed by Carmen Roome.
Height  17.5cm  Length  15cm

The Fighting Cockerel, as featured in the April
2010 edition of the Royal Crown Derby Collector
Magazine, is now complete, and available from
Sinclairs of Sheffield as a special edition pre-
release paperweight. Designer Carmen Roome has
skillfully chosen vibrant reds and burnt oranges for
his magnificent plumage and a luxurious dark
green on the tail area. Our cockerel stands
resplendent in the early morning sunshine, taking
a deep breath, chest expanded for a full throated
crow declaring his intention to wake up the
neighbourhood.

Pre-release edition of 150 
with gold backstamp and
numbered certificate.

For further information please contact Sinclairs on 0114 2750333

Athena Owl 
launch at the 

Visitor Centre

On the 22nd May the Royal Crown
Derby Visitor Centre saw the
launch of the highly anticipated
Athena Owl, a specially
commissioned limited edition
paperweight to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of
Florence Nightingale’s death.
This alternative colourway of
the Little Owl is exclusive to
The Visitor Centre and
Goviers of Sidmouth. The
modeller and designer, John
Ablitt was present at the event
to meet collectors, discuss the
piece and sign any which were
bought on the day.  We were also
charmed by four owls from the
Falconry Centre, Kidderminster,
who were the centre of attention for
most of the day, especially little baby
‘Woody’ an Asian Brown Wood Owl, who
at only 3 weeks spent most of the day
asleep or eating, being cooed over by all who
saw him. The Little Owl ‘Bruno’ was the star
of the show and obviously enjoys all the
attention. He is the centre’s star performer
with young and old, at one point he even
jumped on the head of a willing customer!
We also had on little perches ‘Basil’ an Indian
Eagle Owl and ‘Mr Burn’s a Long Eared Owl.
Florence herself put in a ghostly appearance,

floating around the shop, surprising
customers.  Earlier in the day before the
shop was open and the lights were on a
member of staff (who shall remain nameless)
screamed with surprise as they thought it
was a real ghost in the building. Thanks to
Jay from the Visitor Centre Shop who made
an excellent Florence.

The 750 edition paperweight is still
available to purchase, though numbers are
limited. Call the Royal Crown Derby Visitor
Centre Shop on 01332 712833 or buy
online at www.royalcrownderby.co.uk or at
Goviers of Sidmouth on 01395 513419.

If you would like to be kept up to date with
any future events, please join the mailing
list by going to 
www.royalcrownderby.co.uk/subscribe or
emailing enquiries@royalcrownderby.co.uk
or alternatively call 01332 712850



I arrived in Tokyo in early April
just in time for the cherry
blossom season that a few of the
Royal Crown Derby Japan staff
were very eager to show me.
After getting settled in and
recovering from the very long
flight I started to prepare for the
twenty six demonstrations that
were planned over my two weeks
stay. Most of my time would be
spent in Ginza the business district of Tokyo,
which came alive at night with the hundreds of
flashing, billboards which Tokyo is famous for.
Most of the demonstrations were in very high-
end department stores in Tokyo, Takashimaya

and Wako, which were
filled with every designer
brand you could think of.
Most of the people that
attended the
demonstrations were
shocked at the amount of
work that went into each
paperweight and the

amount of firings it took to complete a piece.
I had with me a selection of paperweights at
each stage so people could see the process from
start to finish. Customers in the store were very
eager to learn about the process and skills
needed to create each paperweight. As their
knowledge and understanding developed about
Royal Crown Derby so did their appreciation of
the product. I was very lucky to have a great
translator who had a very good understanding of
the ceramic processes as she had worked for
Royal Doulton for nineteen years, which made
my job a lot easier.  She
also knew the best
places in Tokyo for sight
seeing and eating out.
Sampling all the various
types of Japanese food
was definitely a highlight
of the trip.  My
translator did an
excellent job of showing
me the sights.
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Royal Crown Derby’s gold and white
tableware designs were the theme for the
recent April Tabletop Show in New York,
where our beautiful new Arboretum pattern
was showcased alongside existing patterns
such as Gold Aves and Tiepolo.  The
introduction of a new gold and white pattern
certainly created much excitement.  
The Arboretum design captures the strength
of these ever popular gold and white designs,
on the strongest tableware shape for the USA.
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LOCAL INTEREST

There is a portrait of a balding
elderly gentleman in the
Mayor’s gallery at the Council
House; the plaque under the
painting has the words “Joseph
Strutt Esqr. First Mayor under
the Municipal Reform Act, 1836
& Donor of THE ARBORETUM
1840”. Every town and city in Britain has at
least one public park; Derby is no exception
with more than 35 parks and public open
spaces to benefit its population. However there
was a time when such places were only
available for the wealthy land owners and
masters of industry.

Joseph Strutt, youngest son of one of Derby’s
most influential industrialists, Jedediah had
bought several plots of land to the south of the
town, possibly for future plans to build a house
and gardens for himself and his heirs.
In 1839, having lost his only Son and
the Heir to his estate in 1822 to a
fatal illness, Joseph decided to give
the land as a gift to the people of
Derby. At that time, a Scot by the
name of John Claudius Loudon, one
of the most active, well known garden
designers and political activists of the
period, had been campaigning for
places where members of the working
classes could enjoy the benefits of
public open spaces.

Joseph Strutt commissioned Loudon to lay out
such a place for his home town of Derby.
Strutt was very precise about what he required
and placed great demands on Loudon, insisting
that his garden must offer a place where a
band could perform, and equally important
that the place had great educational value
supported by a comprehensive collection of
trees and shrubs from around the world. Strutt
handed the land over to Loudon and his
apprentice, Charles Rauche, to carry out the
task of turning it into a botanical garden.
Loudon was physically disabled and unable to
walk unaided; he had previously lost his right
arm as the result of an illness. Loudon said
that he could have done the job at less than
half of the cost, but Strutt
was insistent on using only
the best quality plants and
materials, this eventually ran
to £10,000. On completion of

the work, Loudon publically
thanked Strutt for allowing his
name to be associated with that
of Strutt, and the creation of his
“most munificent gift”. On
Wednesday September 16th
1840, 75 year old Joseph Strutt
attended a special meeting of

the Council at the Guild Hall in Derby’s
Market Place. He spoke of the needs of the
people of Derby, how Derby had prospered as
a “Centre of Commerce” with its three new
railways, its canal and improved road systems,
he mentioned the Mechanics Institute and the
new gas street lighting, then he went on to
make the following statement: 

"I will only add that, as the sun has shone
brightly on me through life, it would be

ungrateful in me not to employ a
portion of the fortune which I possess
in promoting the welfare of those
amongst whom I live, and by whose
industry I have become aided in its
acquisition.  I now therefore present
to the Council the Deed of Settlement
and all the writings relating to the
Arboretum.”

On Thursday 17th September over
15,000 people marched from Nun’s
Green to the Market Place, where the

crowds gathered and proceeded to march to
the Arboretum. Joseph Strutt stood at the
gates of the Arboretum on Grove Street and
made the following announcement. 

“Having thus prepared this piece of land for
the intended purpose, I have given it the name

of THE ARBORETUM”

The Arboretum is the first specially dedicated
public open space to be given entirely as a gift
by a philanthropist. The Rose Hill Recreation
Ground annexe to the Arboretum was created
by use of public funding in 1845, predating any
other UK public funded recreation ground, this
pre-dates Birkenhead Park (Designed by Joseph
Paxton) which opened in 1847 and is often
recognised as the country’s first public park.
Derby’s Arboretum also became the inspiration

for New York’s Central Park
when Charles Mason Hovey
visited Derby during a visit to
England to find ideas for
public parks in America.

Derby Arboretum
by Christopher Harris - Local Historian      www.derbyarboretum.co.uk

Lithographing 
demonstrations 

Tokyo
by Grant Glossop 

(lithographing team leader)

Tabletop Show
New York

Tokyo at Night

Demonstration at Yokohama Store



sand.  Today the possibility is still there but who
uses them as such today?  They do have a great
value though as decorative objects and have
endless possibilities to bring a touch of beauty
into your every day life.  For me it is the Carolina
duck sitting on my bath next to a scented candle
and my children’s plastic duck.  It makes me
smile to see it there and has even
enjoyed a couple of dunks in the
bath itself!

China has been made to be used
so I think we should start a
campaign to get it out of the loft
or cabinet and into every day life.
It is very fashionable at the
moment to use vintage and
patterned china, so now is the
perfect time, be creative and
enjoy it.  Don’t save it just for a
special occasion, display it and
use it.

The eccentric singer Lady Ga Ga
reportedly carries her favourite cup and saucer
with her wherever she goes and won’t drink out
of anything else.  It is thought to remind her of
home.  Many celebrity chefs are using old bowls
and mismatched china for their cooking, although
I have yet to spot any Derby. A quick survey of
the staff here shows that people do enjoy using it.
Carlton Gold, Kedleston, Chelsea Garden and
Gold Aves are just a few favourites.

Whether you use your china for a special
occasion or if you always have your first coffee of
the day out of Derby then we would love to hear
from you. We have put together a few pictures of
our own taken around the factory and by staff.
We would love to include some of yours in the
magazine.  Does a particular pattern have special
significance to you or maybe a piece holds
precious memories?  Are your paperweights
displayed in a creative or unusual way?  Maybe
this article will inspire you to use those cups and
saucers when a friend calls round, please let
us know.

Recently I received an enquiry from a lady asking
for information on an old pattern.  The pictures
she sent showed the pieces being used in a table
setting for a spring tea at her local church.   The
lady enthused about how beautiful it looked and
wanted to find out more about it.  It was so nice
to hear from someone who actually used her
china and took such pleasure in this.  I realised
that it is more normal for me to receive enquiries
from people who are curious about something
they have found in the cupboard or loft.

This got me thinking about how china is used.
There is no doubt that china is made to be used.
It is a useful material and the objects made from
it are things we use in our everyday life.  Plates,
cups, mugs, bowls, dishes and vases are all made
as functional items, but the very nature of the
material means that it is thought to be fragile.
Derby china is very fine and translucent when
held up to light.  If dropped on a hard surface it
will possibly break, but for day to day use and
washing it is as robust as any ceramic, if not
more so than most.

Historically it was made to be used, initially for
the dinners of the rich but also for every day.
Over the years it has come to be seen as
something quite precious, perhaps due to its
perceived fragility and its cost.  Many items were
thought to be too delicate to be stood on the
mantelpiece or sideboard and were relegated to
the china cabinet for safety.  From there they
may be brought out for special occasions if lucky
and if not they may end up in a box in the loft.

The paperweights
tell a similar story.
They were
originally made as
functional objects.
The early years of
production saw
them being potted
quite thick to make
them heavy or they
were filled with
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HISTORY/ TRADITION

Jacqueline Smith, Museum Curator

Not just museum pieces

Saturday 14th August
Goviers of Sidmouth
55 High Street, Sidmouth
Devon, 
EX10 SLN
Tel: 01395 513419
Time: 10am-1pm, 2pm-3.30pm

Saturday 25th September
Goviers of Sidmouth
55 High Street, Sidmouth, 
Devon,  
EX10 8LN
Tel:  01395 513419
Time:  10am – 1pm, 2pm – 3:30pm.  
Designer Jane James will be in attendance.

Saturday 9th October
Sorellie 
13 Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey, 
RH2 7AD.  
Tel:  01737 244182  
Time:  11am – 3pm
Attendee:  To be confirmed.
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MUSEUM EVENTS

NEWS / EVENTS

Explore the new ceramics galleries and
have breakfast with acclaimed ceramic
artist and designer, Ken Eastman, who
will be present at the launch of our new
range of vases at the V&A on Wednesday
14th July 9am-10am.
Ken will give a short introduction to his
designs which are now available for
purchase in the V&A Shop.

AN INVITATION TO THE
V&A MUSEUM, LONDON

Attendees will automatically 
be entered into a prize draw to 
win one of the new designs during 
the event.

Apply now for tickets as 
numbers are very limited.
Contact Amanda Bushell at 
Royal Crown Derby on
01332 712850 

Saturday 16th October 
Harrods Ltd, Royal Doulton Room,
Knightsbridge, London
Time: 10am- 4pm
Tel: 020 7730 1234 Ext 3967
Attendee: 
Louise Adams - Art Director 

Saturday 4th December 
Goviers of Sidmouth, 
55 High Street, Sidmouth
Devon, EX10 8LN
Tel:  01395 513419  
Time: 10am – 1pm, 2pm – 3:30pm
Attendee:  Heather Poucher Jones -
Collectors Guild Administrator

Sunday 5th December 
Mulberry Hall, Stonegate, 
York, YO1 8ZW. 
Tel:  01904 620736. 
Time:  11am – 4pm.
Attendee: Tien Manh Dinh -
Designer

As the summer disappears come and join us at a
series of unique events which will further your
knowledge of Royal Crown Derby. Learn of its
place in royal history and explore its fascinating
archive pieces and pattern books with our
museum curator Jacqueline Smith. Or drop in
with a favourite piece for identification. All the
events are free and informal so make a date  and
come along to the Visitor Center on Osmaston
Road, Derby.

Pattern Identification
Monday 23rd August
10am – 12

Have you got some pieces you
would like to find out more
about?  Bring them in for an
identification session with the
curator. Pattern books from
the archives will be on display. This
is a free drop in style session.

Museum Talk
Monday 20th September
11am

A talk in the museum given by the
curator.  Come along and find out
more about the history of the company
and the fantastic pieces in the museum.

This is a free event but places are limited
so please telephone 01332 712833 to book.

Family History
Monday 11th October
10am – 12

Did a member of your family work
at the factory?  Come along and
find out more about what they
did.  The curator will be available
to search workers files and old
photographs of workers will be on
display.  Bring along your own
photographs or information to share.
This is a free drop in style event.

1949 Film Event
Monday 15th November 
10am
A recently discovered film
taken of the factory in 1949
follows the whole
production process and
includes many of the
workers.  It concludes with
a visit from Princess
Elizabeth.

This is a free event but
places are limited so please
telephone 01332 712833
to book.

Tien Manh Dinh's desk

Cat and Kedleston


